POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, September 24, 2019

Asvina 2, 1941

A power shut down has been arranged on September 25, 2019 at 11 KV Parra feeder from Nagoa Sub – station to carry out urgent maintenance work from 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Lingabhat, Almeidawaddo, Silvawaddo, Saliswaddo, Brittowaddo, Carrassco waddo, Jackniwaddo, Lobowaddo, B. Aradi, Parra Bhati, Alvamar, Emerald Lawns, Guirim Ground, Monte Guirim School, Montevilla Sangolda, Guirim Church, Ice factory Guirim, St. Anthonywaddo, & and Surrounding areas.

Similarly, power shut down has been arranged on September 26, 2019 at 11 KV Parra feeder from Mapusa Sub Station to carry out urgent maintenance work from 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Bodgini, Boshan Homes, Verla - Canca, Khalapwaddo, Fretaiswaddo, Naikwaddo, Fondac waddo, Abbaswaddo, Kumyamorod, Sorvem Guirim, Vanciowaddo Guirim, Sonarwaddo Verla, Lobowaddo parra and Surrounding areas.

Further, a power shut down has been also arranged on September 27, 2019 at 11 KV Aldona II feeder from Mapusa Sub Station to carry out urgent maintenance work between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Khorjuvem, Podval, Gorjuvem, Cuxem, Hattalwaddo, Sateri Temple Podwal, Segunwaddo Premierwaddo & and Surrounding areas.
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